
Lebensohl over Reverses 
 
Note: A reverse is a non-jump bid by opener in a new suit that forces partner to give preference for the 
first suit at the three level. Reverse auctions include:  

1 - 1  1 - 1   1-1  1-1N 

2                  2/    2   2  
 
Opener has at least 5 cards in the first suit, and 4 cards in the second suit. He must have 16+ HCP.  

Do not confuse a reverse with a jump shift. A jump shift is game forcing, usually 5-5 or better 
distribution. Opener jumps a level in the bidding to communicate this.  
 

1 - 1//NT  1 - 1/NT  1 - 1/NT   1 - 1N 

2   2/3   3   3/3  

Lebensohl over Reverse Mechanism 
 
The goal is to differentiate hands that force to game versus hands that need to scramble for the best 
partial. 2N is used for weak hands, while strong hands are bid naturally.  

One trick is used to distinguish between 6cd invites and 6cd GF in responder’s suit. Responder bids 
slowly (2N, then 3 of his suit) to invite. 3 of his suit directly is game forcing.  

Example:  
 

1 - 1  

2 - ?  

2  Signoff 

2N Marionette to 3 (opener may choose to bid otherwise, indicating extra values/length) 

3  FG 4+ 5+  

3  4(3)+ FG   (3cd  w/ hands uncomfortable bidding 3N e.g. Kxxxx Qx KJx xx) 

3  4+ S/T 

3  6+ FG 
3N  Signoff 

4  Undefined 

4  4+ S/T 

4  4+ signoff (values for game, but no slam interest) 

 

 

 



After Responder bids 2N Lebensohl – Opener’s Options 

1 - 1  

2 - 2N 
? 
 

3 Relay; Opener accepted the marionette – this implies nothing extra in values/shape 

3 x46x distribution w/ extra values 

3 x56x distribution w/ extra values 

3 3451/3460 distribution w/ extra values 
3N 2452/1453 w/ notrump orientation (stoppers, soft values) 
 

After Opener bids 3 after the Lebensohl Marionette 
 

1 - 1  

2 - 2N 

3 - ?  
 

P    6+ , weak  

3 3(2)+ , weak 

3 4(3)+, weak 

3 6+; INV 
3N  Undefined 


